
Reading comprehension (6) 

The School Sale 

It was the day of the school sale. Mum could not go as she had a pain in her  

knee, so Gran said she would take Kate and Wayne. They could not wait! At the  

school gate, Gran paid 20p to get in. She did not have to pay for Kate and 

Wayne – it was free for children! As soon as they were through the gate, Gran  

gave Wayne and Kate £1 each to spend, and told them not to go too far away.  

The sun was shining. “It’s as hot as Spain!” said Gran. “I think I need a cup of  

tea.” At the tea stall, a lady put Gran’s tea on a tray, and Gran went to find a  

place to sit in the shade. Meanwhile, Kate and Wayne went round the stalls. Kate 

had her face painted like a rainbow and had a go on the “Name a Teddy” stall.  

Wayne bought a game of chess and a piece of chocolate cake for Mum. They 

both had a go on the “Pin the tail on the donkey”. It was quite safe – the donkey  

was only made of paper! When the sale was nearly over, Kate and Wayne went 

back and found Gran fast asleep under the tree. “What a shame,” said Kate,  

“she’s missed all the fun!” 

 

Now try to answer these questions: 

1. Why couldn’t mum go to the school sale? 

2. How much did Gran pay to get in to the sale? 

3. Why did Kate and Wayne not have to pay? 

4. Which country did Gran say it was as hot as? 

5. Where did Gran find a place to sit? 

6. What did Kate have painted on her face? 

7. What two items did Wayne buy? 

8. Which game did Kate and Wayne both have a go on? 

9. What happened to Gran under the tree? 

10. How many ‘make a cake’ a_e words, ‘snail in the rain’ ai words and ‘may I 

play?’ ay words can you find? 

 


